Newsletter Spring/Summer 2018
Events Roundup ‐ by Jan Hacker
Special points of
interest:
 2018 Events program released!
 Photo Competition
2018 launched!

Fun Dog Show

20th August.

We had an incredible turnout
for our Fun Dog Show which
took place on June 25th, with
over 130 entrants taking part
across our 11 classes, including
Best Puppy, Best Rescue, Best
Junior Handler, and Best Fancy
Dress!

Members from Crawley Art
Society were showing oﬀ
their talents in the Country‐
side Centre and encouraging
visitors to have a go at all
sorts of arts and crafts
activities. From watercolour
painting and chalk drawing,
to leaf collages and more,
there was something for
everyone.

 We need your help!
Join FoBCP for
FREE!

was produced by the eﬀorts
of Tom the Ranger and
Friends members, plus a
stream of enthusiastic chil‐
dren keen to lend a hand
with both the mashing and
pressing of the fruit. There
was a good supply of apples
which had been collected
from various local gardens
plus a lot of fruit from the
trees in the recently restored
Buchan Country Park
orchard.
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Along with our brilliant catering
team who provided hot food
for the event, there was fresh
coﬀee and delicious cakes for
sale, as well as free dog nail
clipping on oﬀer throughout
the day.
The best in show, newfound‐
land/poodle cross Teddy, was
treated to a bundle of goodies
along with his rosette, and
owners Lilly & Jay also won a
photographic portrait of the
winner.
Art in the Park
A fun day was had by all who
attended out Art In The Park
event, which took place on

The FoBCP volunteers even
clubbed together to bake
some home‐made cakes for
visitors to enjoy!
All About Apples
The annual All About Apples
day took place on 1st
October.
The main attraction was the
apple pressing which proved
as popular as ever and a
good supply of fresh juice

In addition we borrowed a
smoothie bike from
Horsham Council which
provided more fun for young
and old alike and further
activities were available
from the Kids Bee Happy
Sand Art team which is an
activity the children really
enjoy, and the ever popular
Tombola.
Continues on page 2
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Events Roundup - continued
Christmas Carols
Closing out our yearly
events calendar we had
the annual Christmas Car‐
ols event, which took
place on December 17th.

For those who didn’t
want to brave the cold,
we also had sand art ses‐
sions and massages

available in the warmth of
the Countryside Centre.

Our band of carollers
were in full voice and had
everyone singing along,
whilst seasonal cakes, hot
refreshments, and our
always popular tombola,
helped keep everyone in
the festive spirit!

Buchan Park - a poem by Gill Shelley
If life in Crawley centre is
beginning to get you down,
why not visit Buchan Park –
just outside the town

“The
blackcap
and willow
warbler
soon delight
the
listeners
ear”

The visitor centre (not long
built) is just inside the gate.
Local ice cream awaits you
there and the welcome is
just great
There are artefacts from
round the site and things to
see and do. Your children
will be welcome and your
dog (with you!)
A wealth of information’s
there for your walk around
the site. The staﬀ are really
helpful – though not a pretty
sight!
The paths are marked along
the way, some short and
some are long. As you wan‐
der oﬀ you’ll be surprised at
such a wealth of song.
The robin and the jenny
wren will sing throughout
the year and when the

springtime comes around a
feast awaits your ear.
In March the warblers will
return from their journey to
the sun. The chiﬀchaﬀ is the
first one back, though not
the only one
The blackcap and willow
warbler soon delight the
listeners ear. The thrush and
blackbird join in song and
they are always here.
Great spotted woodpeckers
drum as they go in search of
prey. The green digs the
ground for worms – you’ll
see him many a day
You may have luck and spot
a deer – usually a roe – he’s
here at every time of year,
come rain, sun, wind or
snow
You’ll likely spot a heron
sitting in his favourite spot,
or possibly a cormorant –
but more than likely not!

Your doggy friend can have
a dip in places which are
marked. We’d rather that
you stick to that for other
visitors to the park
There are areas for picnics,
and not too far from home;
the children can play their
games or have a chance to
roam
On returning to the Centre
we would like to have your
views. It helps us know what
is around and we can spread
the news.
You can see that you are
welcome here so go out and
have fun. The countryside is
brilliant – it’s there for
everyone.
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The Buchan Dragonfly Season - by Elliot Dowding
Buchan Country Park is host to a
stunning variety of dragonflies and
damselflies that live in and around
the larger ponds, which is why they
were designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest. Dragons and
damsels are arguably some of the
UK’s most charismatic and beautiful insects and they are a delight to
watch on a hot summer’s day. It’s
possible to see about 20 species in
the park, but they don’t all appear
at the same time and some can be
seen on the wing for a longer portion of the year than others, so
here’s a guide to spotting these
winged creatures at Buchan.

“black
body
with
blue and
green
spots
and a
distinct
fuzz”

Mid to late April is the time to start
looking for the first emerging dragons. The small and blood-coloured
Large Red Damselfly is a common
species which appears on warm
days in April. Damselflies can be
told apart from dragonflies by their
small size, delicate-looking bodies,
separated eyes and the way they
hold their wings together over their
backs, rather than held flat out
sideways as the larger dragonflies
do. The distinctive Four-spotted
Chaser is also starting to fly in
April; it has a golden-brown body
with a black ‘tail’ tip and two dark
smudges on each of its four wings.
Also appearing in April is the bulky
Hairy Dragonfly, it has a black
body with blue and green spots
and a distinct fuzz around the thorax.

May is when the air starts to get
really busy with flying insects as
lots of species start emerging
from the water in the warmth of
spring. There are several needlethin, blue-coloured damselflies
about now; including the Azure
Damselfly, the Common Blue
Damselfly, the Red-eyed Damselfly and the Blue-tailed Damselfly,
which are often seen dancing on
the lily pads. Then there are the
larger species too, such as the
huge Emperor dragonfly which
has a distinctive green body and
blue tail, and the somewhat
scarcer Golden-ringed Dragonfly
which is black with bright yellow
bands along its long body.

A rather special species out in
May is the Downy Emerald dragonfly; it can often be seen patrolling the pond edges and is a
lovely shiny dark-green with a
golden fluff – hence the name.
The Broad-bodied Chaser can
also be seen now; the males
have a flattened blue abdomen
with yellow spots on the edges
and the females are more of an
orange colour. Also with a blue
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The Buchan Dragonfly Season - continued
abdomen is the Black-tailed Skimmer, a species with a black tip to
the body and a habit of perching
regularly inbetween territorial sorties over the water.

“Both of
these
powerful
species
are
regularly
seen far
away
from the
water.”
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away from the water, often over
the heath or in woodland glades.
July is probably the very best
month for seeing dragonflies and
damselflies at Buchan; partly because it usually has the best
weather, but also because it is
the month when the most species
are on the wing and everything is
very numerous. A couple more
species join the ranks in this
month too; including the Migrant
Hawker and the Emerald Damselfly – which is a delicate shinygreen gem.

Some of these species live for
only a few months, but others can
be found flying about well into the
autumn. The Common Blue DamThe Common Darter, a numerous
selfly and the Southern Hawker
dark red coloured dragonfly, starts are often seen into October; howits lengthy flight season in May too. ever, the Migrant Hawker and the
Common Darter can survive into
Both the large, colourful Southern
November in mild years. It
Hawker and the all-over-brown
doesn’t really matter if you can
Brown Hawker (which has unique
identify all these species or not;
bronze wings) crawl out of the water anyone can enjoy these fascinatand into the light during June to join ing invertebrates with their darting, super-fast flight and jewelthe rest of the already assembled
cast of insects. Both of these pow- like bodies, so keep an eye out
erful species are regularly seen far for them this spring.
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Why I love the winter months in England - by Claire Francis

“Blackbirds
and squirrels
scurrying
here and
there, looking
for food,
whilst
cautiously
watching
you.”

I grew up in Durban,
South Africa, which is a
very long way south of
England. In December,
it was hot 28C ‐ 32C
and sometimes even
hotter than that! I re‐
member walking to
school and finding that
the asphalt had literally
melted in the heat and
was stuck in clumps to
the soles of my school
shoes.
When it came to Christ‐
mas festivities, the pro‐
spect of roasting any‐
thing at all was limited
to the barbeque (or
braai as it's known
there) and most folk
were outdoors enjoying
the sunshine under the
clear blue, blue African
sky.
Chestnuts and
marshmallows just did‐
n't feature at all. Nei‐
ther did hats, gloves,
boots, ice skates or log
fires for that matter. If
you were lucky enough
to have access to a
swimming pool, you
would spend as much
time as possible loung‐
ing in it to counteract
the heat, pathetically
deplete of vitality.
Christmas day would
usually dawn, bright
and sunny, and Christ‐
mas dinner would con‐
sist of either the ubiqui‐
tous braai or ham and
salad, chicken and sal‐
ad, seafood and salad

or something of that
ilk. For desert there
would usually be ice
cream or fruit salad or
both.
Afterwards, you would
be too full and too hot
to move so would sies‐
ta the afternoon away.
How diﬀerent and in‐
vigorating the cooler
weather is in England!

Dressing up in woolly
and waterproof finery
one ventures out into
Buchan Park for a stroll
‐ preceded in the crisp,
cold air by a foggy
cloud
of
warm
breath. Accompanied
by crunchy sounds un‐
derfoot from the carpet
of dried leaves. Ferns
laid low, the bare
branches
of
trees
reaching out to you as
you pass by. Robins,
feathers all puﬀed up,
eyeing you hopefully in
case you have some
treat
to
give
them. Blackbirds and
squirrels scurrying here
and there, looking for

food, whilst cautiously
watching you.
After a walk, it's lovely
returning home to all
the wonderful tradi‐
tions, previously only
read about, that come
to life in spectacular
fashion.
Entering a
warm house festooned
with twinkling Christ‐
mas lights, peeling oﬀ
the layers of clothing
and wrapping your
chilled hands around a
hot cup of mulled
wine. What a simple,
blissful
pleas‐
ure! Roasting chest‐
nuts and marshmallows
then sitting down to a
proper hot Christmas
dinner, with all the
trimmings.

Then Christmas pud‐
ding with brandy but‐
ter, if you've room for
it.
Afterwards, you're too
full, too warm and cosy
to move so you siesta
the afternoon away.

Claire’s Crossword (Hint: All to do with Buchan Country Park) ‐ ANSWERS ON THE NEXT PAGE

Clues:
Down
1. Refreshments and information can be found here
5. What is the name of the dog dip pond
6. Dogs to be kept out of this area

Across

7. How big is the park

2. For fishing and wildlife, not swimming

8. Which bird is on the Friends of Buchan Country Park logo

3. Where floating vessel may be stored

9. To sit on to rest awhile and enjoy the view

4. Bring a blanket and a food hamper and enjoy one

10. Which award has Buchan Park won for the last 5 years

11. Name of the best park in Crawley

12. Free but increasingly limited

14. Which Friends of Buchan Country Park event is being

13. Heroes on site

held in April

Volume 1, Issue 1
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Crossword Answers
Down
1. CountrysideCentre
5. IslandPond
6. WildGarden
7. 170acres
8. Grebe
9. Benches
10. GreenFlag
12. Parking
13. Rangers

Across
2. DousterPond
3. BoatHouse
4. Picnic
11. BuchanCountryPark
14. Egghunt

Rangers Update - by Tom Burns
It is during the colder
months that we really get
stuck into our habitat
management work in the
park. Making improvements
to a habitat is best done
when wildlife is less
sensitive to disturbance. In
autumn and winter most
species are either dormant,
hibernating or have
migrated to warmer places
on the planet (note to self:
not a bad idea!).
We are fortunate to have
some excellent volunteers
who turn up come rain or
shine to help us with our
wildlife conservation work.
Much of the work we do to
create space for wildlife at
Buchan Country Park
wouldn’t be possible
without them so we are very
grateful and always ensure
the teapot and biscuit tin
are well stocked!
We’ve spent many hours on
Target Hill heathland this
year removing silver birch
saplings that have self
seeded, prolifically, from the
mature trees within the
area. We remove the young

trees because
too many will
shade out the
abundant
heather that
creates the
habitat and
provides a home
for a wide range
of species
including adders,
lizards, ground
nesting birds and
copious moth
species.
Another habitat
that we’ve been working on
is the coppiced woodlands.
The area of the park known
as the Common has become
an dense secondary
woodland with little to no
vegetation at ground level.
We’ve been coppicing the
trees there to encourage
regrowth at the base to
form a scrub habitat which
will be excellent for
wildflowers and, in time,
breeding birds. The
firewood that we sell at the
Countryside Centre (open
Sunday and Bank Holiday
afternoons ‐ and at other
times as staﬃng levels

allow) comes from our coppicing work.
In it’s first year the ground layer will be open to sunlight that
will provide warmth for reptiles such as grass snakes and the
wildflowers that will grow will be popular with bees,
butterflies and other pollinating insects. As the years pass
the regrowth from the cut trees will get taller and thicker,
oﬀering plenty of nesting sites for breeding birds such as
warblers, wrens and more.
If you are interested in getting involved in our wildlife
conservation work and want to volunteer with us we
currently have spaces in our Get Grubby group that meets
monthly on a Saturday.
For more information email me:
countryside@westsussex.gov.uk
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Cider Making - by Mick Shelley

“twenty
litres
resulted
from
pressing
the
orchard
fruit”

On the Sunday following
the All About Apples event,
Simon, George, Pat and
Mick joined Tom in the
Countryside Centre to make
cider using the left over fruit
from the previous weekend.
As far as we could see we
had all the necessary equip‐
ment but very little prior
experience of home brewing
but Tom at least had done
some research via good old
Google so we had a rough
idea on how to proceed. The
initial stage was to get the
apples washed and cut into
quarters, a task that was
undertaken by Pat and Mick.
The chopped fruit was then
passed to Simon who
crushed the quartered ap‐
ples in the scratter to pro‐
duce a pulp ready for press‐
ing. A scratter is much like
an old
fash‐
ioned
mangle
as used
by your
Granny
when
doing her
washing
in the good old days. Tom
and George were in charge
of pressing the apple pulp
and managed to extract

about fourteen litres of juice
from our supply of leftover
fruit. This was put in a fer‐
menting bucket, a cider
yeast added and a specific
gravity reading taken. The
reading on the hydrometer
showed no sugar was re‐
quired to be added in order
to allow a successful fer‐
mentation.
So far so
good, but
we really
had the bit
between
our teeth
now and all
agreed that
fourteen
litres of
cider
wouldn’t last long! So oﬀ we
went down to the orchard to
see what we could find. It
was amazing the amount of
windfall apples laying on the
ground beneath the trees
and we quickly filled two
wheelbarrows and could
have probably filled another
two. We returned to the
centre for a tea
break and then
got back to work.
An additional
twenty litres re‐
sulted from press‐
ing the orchard
fruit plus a few
litres which we
put in a third con‐
tainer. The orchard juice
then had the yeast added
and again a hydrometer
reading confirmed no extra
sugar was required.

The third bucket we decided
to leave to its own devices
by allowing it to ferment
using whatever yeast spores
were present in the air or
already present on the ap‐
ples. The whole procedure
had taken about 4 hours and
it was now a case of waiting
for the fermentation to take
its course, probably around
two to three weeks.
After two
weeks the fer‐
mentation ceased
and Tom, George
and Mick met in
the Countryside
Centre to syphon
oﬀ the cider into
500ml bottles.
The specific gravi‐
ty readings taken before
and after fermentation indi‐
cated a final alcohol level of
about 6% and after tasting
the brew we decided to ad‐
just the acidity level by a
small degree with the addi‐
tion of a small amount of
calcium carbonate which
smoothed the taste slightly.
We also increased the
sweetness slightly and gave
it a bit of ‘fizz’ by adding a
carbonating tablet to each
bottle. The bottles were
then capped and the cider
left to mature over the next
couple of months. Total
yield was just below seventy
500ml bottles and we had a
tasting session at the volun‐
teers Christmas party.
Bottoms up!!!
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New sculpture! - by Tom Burns
We have a number of diﬀerent sculptures at Buchan
Country Park and our latest sculpture has been installed
and resides in the Plantation. If you’re not sure where
that is then grab a free trail guide on your way into the
park from outside the countryside centre.
This sculpture was commissioned by West Sussex
County Council with a contribution from the Friends of
Buchan Country Park after Robin Edwards retired in
June 2017. Robin was the Senior Ranger at Buchan for
many years and has been involved at the park for
almost 30 years!
Robin’s work to remove invasive rhododendron and
restore the heathlands at the park has been one of the
highlights of his time here and the sculpture was
designed to represent that. Many of the species on this
fantastic piece of art have been either conserved or
re‐established due to Robin’s wildlife conservation
eﬀorts. The green man at the top of the sculpture is a
favourite with not just Robin but also other rangers. Al‐
so included are adders, a fern and an emperor moth.
The final species to note is the nightjar, which is on the
back of the sculpture at the bottom. This is a rare,
nocturnal, ground nesting bird that flies from Africa to
nest on heathlands in Britain. Before the heathland
restoration work, Buchan Country Park didn't have
nightjars. Walking into the park armed with binoculars
and insect repellent Robin would eagerly survey the
park for the unique, almost mechanical sound of the
male on almost every suitable evening in the summer. I
have some fond memories of the excitement generated
in the countryside oﬃce the following morning after a
good show of nightjars the night before. Simon (our
new Senior Ranger) and I are already excited to carry
out this year’s surveys and are running a guided walk to
share the magic of hearing/seeing these fantastic
creatures. Take a look at our website for a list of our
events in 2018:
www.westsussex.gov.uk/buchan
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New sculpture! - front and back
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New sculpture! - photos by Joe Dowlan

Volunteers and
Simon checking out
the new sculpture in
the Planation

The sculpture was
created by Janine Creaye,
an artist we’ve used
several times for other
pieces in the park.
www.sculptureform.co.uk
janine.creaye@sculptureform.co.uk
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Ranger’s Photos- by Tom Burns

Sunrise in the Plantation
This was taken the morning after we had cleared an area of dead bracken with volunteers

Snowdrops in the Orchard
This year we had an extraordinary display of flowers due to the work to
restore the orchard by the Friends of Buchan Country Park
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Ranger’s Photos - continued

Sunset over Douster Pond

Harvest mouse nest (empty) found whilst cutting a meadow in the
park with volunteers
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Ranger’s Photos - continued

A wheelbarrow full of apples from the Buchan Country Park
orchard. These apples were pressed and made into cider for the
volunteer Christmas party

Common frog found hopping around on a warm, wet day in winter
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Contributions
Contributions to our newsletter are always welcome.
If you’d like to contribute to the next newsletter then please
contact us:

info@fobcp.org.uk

“Friends of Buchan Country Park”

www.fobcp.org.uk

